NARDO WICK DROPS “RIOT” TRACK AND VIDEO
WATCH HERE
DEBUT ALBUM WHO IS NARDO WICK? OUT NOW

CLICK HERE TO WATCH
[New York, NY – June 10, 2022] Today, breakout Jacksonville rapper Nardo Wick drops new single “Riot”
alongside a visual via Flawless Entertainment/RCA Records – click here to watch. This release follows
the track and visual for “Krazy Krazy” – watch here. Previously, Nardo released his star-studded video
for “Me or Sum” featuring Future & Lil Baby and finished his first-ever tour, Who Is Nardo Wick?: The
Tour, hitting major cities such as New York, Los Angeles, Atlanta and more.
Watch “Riot”: https://NardoWick.lnk.to/riotvid

In a little over a year and a half, Nardo Wick exploded onto the rap scene and has begun to make a
name for himself. His hit single “Who Want Smoke?” officially dropped at the start of 2021 and since
then, has been RIAA-certified Platinum, garnering over 148 million streams worldwide across all
platforms and over 29 million views on YouTube. Following up the rise of "Who Want Smoke?", Nardo's
released a slew of successful tracks including "Shhh", "Pull Up" and "I Be Chillin" before releasing the
alternative version of “Who Want Smoke??” featuring Lil Durk, 21 Savage and G Herbo. The new
version of Nardo’s hit single debuted at #17 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart and the video – currently
at 128 million views and counting – trended on YouTube for weeks to follow and six months later is still
sitting in the top 20 at #15. Ending the year on a high note, Nardo released his debut album Who Is
Nardo Wick? in December 2021 and it landed in the top 20 (#19)on the Billboard 200 chart, making
it the fifth largest debut of 2021.
Nardo Wick is the rapper up next and is continuing to elevate; he’s your favorite rapper’s rapper –
getting nods and co-signs from major artists within the rap space – while honing in on his unique dark,
energetic sound that is unforgettable.
Stay tuned for more from Nardo Wick coming soon.
Buy/Stream/Watch “Riot”:
Multi: https://NardoWick.lnk.to/Riot
YouTube: https://NardoWick.lnk.to/riotvid
Buy/Stream/Watch “Krazy Krazy”:
Multi: https://NardoWick.lnk.to/krazykrazy
YouTube: https://NardoWick.lnk.to/krazykrazy/youtube
Buy/Stream Who Is Nardo Wick?:
https://nardowick.lnk.to/WhoIsNardoWick
Watch “Who Want Smoke??” featuring Lil Durk, 21 Savage and G Herbo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2SNwtE-0Us
Watch “Me or Sum” featuring Future & Lil Baby:
https://NardoWick.lnk.to/MeOrSumVid
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Keep Up With Nardo Wick:
Instagram | Twitter | Soundcloud | Apple Music | Spotify | Tidal | Youtube

